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100% Participation
Opening Clue For
Mascot Hunt Will
BeGiven March 3
-
Standing Room Ruled
From Concert Series
Students are reminded that
there will be
NO STANDING ROOM
at the concerts in the regular
College Concert Series.
Admission is by ticket only.
The first clue of the Mascot
Hunt will be given at- 9:30 p.m. on
Sunday, March 3 in the Quad.
Each day another clue will be
laid. Joan Brower, president of
the junior class, announced that
juniors are to mef71in front of the
library at 9 :25, and march to the
Quad. This marks the opening of
the traditional sophomore search
for the replica of the junior gift
to the college.
Narne Conunittee
In addition to finding the clues,
the sophomores must name the
members of the junior mascot
hunt committee and search for
the junior banner. If in the
search for the banner or clues,
any unwary sophomore is found
in a .room with an unmade bed
belonging to a junior, the bed
must be made before she leaves
the room.
On Wednesday, the night of the
basketball game between the two
classes, both banners will be dis-
played. After 7 :00 of this night no
attempts can be made to get each'
other's banner. On the next morn-
ing, however, the search begins
again.
Ends Saturday
The Mascot Hunt ends on Sat-
urday, March 9 at 5 :30 p.m. A
junior banquet will then be held,
and the mascot and members of
the committee revealed.
The sophomores will be led in
their search for the mascot by a
chairman to be elected at a class
meeting on Thursday, February
28 at 5:15.
Two Last Plays of
Competitives Will
Be Given March 1
The competitive plays of the
senior and freshman classes will,
be presented at 8 p.m. on March
I, in Palmer auditorium.
Nancy Faulkner; director of
the senior play, reports that work
on Euripides' "The Trojan worn-
en" is progressing. Sara Best will
play the, role pf Hecuba, Meg
Healy, that of Andromache, and
Gloria Frost, that of 'I'althydius.
The lead in the chorus of four is
Harriet Kuhn. When queried on
the progress of production, Nancy
said that they are "still tired, still
cryptic, but we'll have something
by March 1."
The freshman play, a cut ver-
sion of the third act of Thorton
Wilder's "Our Town," is being di-
rected by Estelle Parsons, as-
sisted by Barbara Bohman, stage
manager, and Barbara Miller, as-
sistant manager.
The part of Emily will be
played 'by Muriel Phipps, that of
Mrs. Gibbs by Vickie Simes, Mrs.
Webb, by Jan Coakley, Mrs.
Soames, by Georgia Risk, and Si-
mon Stimson, by Julien Shinn.
Sharon McLean, Barbara Miller,
and Janet Simmons' are voices of
the dead in the grave yard, and
Emmy Lu Walsh also represents
one of the dead persons of Grav-
ers' Corners.
Past Perfect of Mascot I-Iunt
Reviewed on Eve of Pursuit
by Roberta Mackey
Any freshman who sees wild-
looking creatures climbing the
trees on campus, lurking in dark
corners, or surreptitiously listen-
ing in on other people'S oonversa-
tions during the week of March 2
to 9 should be warned not to call
the nearest FBI agent. ,Although
the suspects may look like glam-
orous international spies, the
chances are that they will only be
members of the sophomore class
ferreting 'out the secrets of the
junior mascot. '
Mascot hunt is the yearly at-
tempt of the sophomores to find
the mascot of the junior class
through legitimate clues hidden
by the juniors, and by practically
any other method that does not
mvolve too much danger to life,
limb, or property. The sopho-
mores report on their success at
the junior banquet at the end of
the week, and the juniors present
their mascot to the school.
The tradition originated In
191?, when the juniors unveiled
their mascot at their class ban-
quet at the Mohican hotel. A lit-
tle SUbmarine, it was to be pre-
se.nted to the school the next day
With a tiny boat house symbolic
01 one that was then standing
g;;wn by the river and had just
en repainted by some of the
stUdents. Th'e Sophomores, plan·
ning to throw the juniors into a
highly embarrassing situation,
crept into, the class president's
room during the night and spiro
ited the ship away. 'The juniors
had the last laugh, though, for
their class president calmly
bought another submarine at the
ten-cent store that day and pre-
sented it to the school on sched-
ule, complete with a new boat
house.
Hunting Provides Difficulties
Since 1919, the class banner and
the names of the mascot commit-
tee have also become objects of
the search, adding complications
of all sorts. Getting the entire
committee together for a meeting
is no mean trick, for there is like-
ly to be a sophomore behind ev-
ery tree, and elaborate plans are
often made for throwing out a
trail of false clues that will lead
only to a dummy committee. It
has become the custom to pres~nt
a fairly elaborate mascot, an~
some of those to be seen on cam-
pus are the elms in front of the
library, the tablets at the main
entrance, the lion knocker on the
front doon of Knowlton, and the
lights in the reference room of
the library. The class of 1946 gave
comfortable furniture for the
smoking room of the library.
See "Mascot HWlt"-Page 6
All-College Election Sought
Don Cossack Chorus Faculty Lounge In
Fanning Is Place
For Voting Mar.l
Election day is Friday, March
1, and the polls, located in the
men's faculty lounge in Fanning,
will be open from 8:00 to 5 :00. It
is hoped that a 100% vote will be
achieved this year.
The fonowiilg petitions have
been taken out for the various or-
fices: president of Student Gov-
ernment: Ada MaisHn '47, Eliza-
beth Davis '47 and Julia Service
'47; vice president of Student
Government: Elizabeth Dutton
'47, Ann Shields '47, and Eleanor
Farnsworth '47; Chief Justice of
Honor court: Joan Brower '47
simo. The head lilted sharply is. and Margaret Inglis '47; Speaker
"staccato"; a smile and half- of the House: Mary Louise Flan-
closed eyes evoke a caressing Iyr- agan '48, Annabel Romig '48 and
ic tone. Frances Farnsworth '48; presl-
Somewhere in their program dent of A.A.: Patricia Robinson
of Muscovite music they will In- '47 and Margaret Camp '47; and
elude their favorite of fa:rorites, president of Service League: Mu-
"The Volga Boatmen," which has . , .
become the most representative rlel Hanley 47 and Marian Peter-
song of Russia, old and new. sen '47.
These thirty Cossacks have a
huge repertoire of haunting and
rollicking folk songs, ancient Ilt-
urgies and stirring soldier songs
which has been assembled from
the memories of all of them. Un-
der the direction of their diminu-
tive leader, they have brought a
part of Russia, a very vital part,
to the rest of the world. The in-
dividualityof the Don Cossacks
lies in their vocal range such as
no other male chorus in the
world attempts. All their songs
are arranged in six or eight parts
touching the upper and lower
limits of the voice-from reedy
soprano to sonorous bass.
•In
1945-46 Concert Series to be
Terminated by Don Cossacks
The original Don Cossack Cho-
rus under the direction of serge
Jaroff will perform at Palmer
auditorium on Wednesday eve-
ning, March 6, at 8:30 o'clock. Its
appearance here is sponsored by
the Connecticut College Concert
series, and will be a fitting climax
for the successful series of con-
certs presented this year.
Last year marked the 25th an-
niversary of its founding by cho-
rus-master Jaroff in an army
camp near Constantinople in 1920.
It was at that time that the little
Lieutenant Jaroff hit upon the
idea that other people might en-
joy the deep, rich voices of these
Russian soldiers singing their na-
tive songs. Since then, the man
who has often been likened to
Tom-Thumb has circled the globe
with his group of Cossacks bring-
ing entertainment to millions.
Singers Americanized
From the Orthodox Cathedral
of St. Sophia in the capital of Bul-
garia where they were the .offlcial
choir for a time, they began to
tour as their fame spread. Last
year they made their fifteenth
American tour. Though these
men are typically Russian, they
have adopted this land and be-
come more truly American than
many native citizens. One by one
they have taken the Oath of AI·
legiance to this country, after a
self-imposed course of study dur-
ing which they not only read, but
memorized the Constitution.
First, they translated the docu-
ment into Russian to get the
meaning of it, and then re-tr-ans-
lated it into English, thus learn-
ing not only the law but also a
lesson in the language.
Conductor Jarofl' is well known
to American audiences by his
shiny boots, by his trim small fig-
ure standing almost without mo.
tion before his giant singers as he
leads them faultlessly through
the six-part, often eight-part
mazes of his arrangements of the
haunting folk tunes, the gallop-
ing Cossack songs, the antique
Russian Orthodox litanies or the
battle chants of the Red Army.
He really performs magic with
his face and hands, in front of his
towering Cossacks. No flinging of
the arms, no tossing of hair, but
a flick of the finger to bring forth
a whispered pianissimo, a turn of
the wrist for a thundering fortis-
Father Winzen To
Speak at Vespers
Representing Roman Catholi-
cism in the fourth and last Sun-
day of the twelfth annual Inter-
faith month now being held will
be Father Damasus Winzen O. S.
B., of St. Paul's Priory, Keyport,
N_ J. Father Winzen served in a
similar capacity last year.
Originally connected with the
old Abbey of Maria Laach in Ger-
many, at the outbreak of hostili-
ties in Europe, Father Winzen, to-
gether with several other associ-
ates in the abbey, was sent to
America to establish a priory
here to perpetuate its traditions
and those of its Benedictine or-
der. Of campus interest is the
fact that the abbey of Maria
Laach is situated in the Rhine-
land near the home of Miss Haf-
kesbrink, who hastoften visited it.
As has been the case for sever-
al years, the choir of St. Mary's
church of this city will be present
on this occasion to render liturgi-
cal music and polyphonic motets
used in the service of the church.
It will be under the direction of
John J. McCarthy.
Father Winzen will remain aft·
er the gathering for discussion in
the Religious library.
Maislin, Service, and
Davis Are Candidates
For Stu. G. President
Nominated in Organizations
The following girls are up for
election upon petitions signed by
members of their respective or-
ganizations:
President of Student-Faculty
forum: Vir.ginia Pond '47 and
Priscilla Baird '47; chairman of
Student Government committee:
Julia Cooper '47 and Jean Whit-
man '47; head of Religious coun-
cilt Lois Johnson '47 and Char-
lotte Greenfield '48; chairman of
the entertainment committee of
Service League: Jean Mueller '48,
Dorothy Inglis '48, and Janet
Mellen '48; president of Wig and
Candle: Nancy Blades '47, Joan
Jensen '47, and Sue Studner '47.
Results at ,5 p.m.
The results of the election will
be known by 5 p.m. on election
day and there will be a banquet
for the new officers that night at
six o'clock in Freeman. Out-going
officers will accompany their sue-
cessors.-..:.-_----
Flower Show To Be
Given March 23·24
The use of a wider variety of
plants for both house and garden
will be the theme underlying the
various exhibitions of the annual
flower show to be held March 23
and 24 in New London hall.
Highlights of the show will be
a demonstration by freshman bot-
any students of methods used in
soil conservation; the exhibition
of a model of a small Vermont
farm by the landscaping class;
and a demonstration by the horti-
culture class of methods used to
force the growth of plants.
Patricia Smith '46 is chairman
of the flower show committee
which is composed of members of
the botany classes.
Wedneod'ay,February 27, 19~
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CONNECfICUT .UPS
Why Vote?
An Edito,rial
almost impossible extreme. We could not imagine
that people could be so smug as to feel that the
ballot box is put up merely as a formality. It is
unbelievable that persons who are legal voting age
or close to it could blithely toss the responsibility
from their shoulders and allow their empty shad-
ows to darken the shining light of true democracy.
It could not happen here. It CAN not happen
here. We need only look a few inches before us,
an arm's length to a newspaper, to learn that other ~
countries are salvaging the process of free voting
from battle-scarred mores. They realize its Im-
portance. We realize its importance. We can nev-
er forget it, not even on a college campus.
"Vote? I can't be bothered."
we heard this remark yesterday. At first it
went Bying over our heads as a passing jest which
bore no great significance. But then we sat back
and pondered it. Suppose it were not an hypocriti-
cal expression of "sophistication" to impress the
girl who heard it but a sincere feeling of apathy
toward what is perhaps our greatest privilege.
Suppose this is the attitude of the entire class of
which this girl's a member. Suppose this is the
attitude of the entire student body. What then?
Should 'Woe throw up our hands in despair?
No. We are carrying our suppositions to an,
Free Speeeh ..
and demoralizing starvation of the wretched peo-
ples of Europe. We are merely going to collect, in
a manner most convenient to ourselves, a little
cold and impersonal cash which will buy a few
staple products for a few ill and hungry persons in
Europe.
Let's eat our soup, then, and stop talking
about it as though it's the greatest thing we've
ever done.
Dear Editor;
A few weeks ago the student body of Connec-
ticut decided through its avowedly democratic
Amalgamation meeting to eat soup once a week
and use the money thus saved by the college to
help the hungry peoples of Europe. Unfortunately
there was little discussion of the measure before it
was passed, but it was passed. Since then there
has been increasing controversy about the matter,
and raany statements have been made, some in the
News and some in spontaneous conversation:
which indicate that the student body, although it
approves of having soup once a week, does not
have a uniform understanding of the purpose of
-the plan.
The idea, as I understand it, is that we wish
to do something to help alleviate the suffering of
the peoples of Europe. Such a purpose is admir-
able, but the additional purpose which seems to
have been attached to the plan-the purpose of en-
nobling ourselves by "sacrificing" a little food once
a week-is not.
It is evidently believed by many "holier-than-
thou" students at Connecticut that the main pur-
pose of the soup plan is to somehow improve OUR
souls by sitting down to a one-dish meal once a
week, Such a belief, if it were not so foolish, would
seem selfish. We are not eating soup in order to
make ourselves virtuous but for the plain and
practical purpose of acquiring money for the peo-
ples of Europe. If it were more practical to col-
lect the cash from the students, then we should
collect the cash. But to the majority of students
such a plan would not be feasible, so we have de-
cided to eat soup.
Terming such soup consumption a sacrifice is
perhaps not "disgusting" as one member of the
class of '46 seems to feel, but it does seem ·childish
and ~ven hypocritical. We are not going to go hun-
gry that night, nor are we going to acquire any
REAL understanding of the gnawing, enervating
Sally Radovsky '47
To the Editor of News:
It seems pitifully painful and rather pathetic,
that a person having completed three and a half
years of higher education at one of the best col-
leges in the United States could have written such
an obviously ignorant and completely stupid letter
as the one concerning the plan for sending aid to
the European children which appeared in the last
News.
This person, whoever she may be, plays most
cleverly on the word sacrifice; she would have the
college see how irrelevant it is to call such a plan
a sacrifice, when anyone can see what a land of
plenty America is. Right or wrong as this may be,
she has missed the point entirely. The object of
such a plan is Ito gfve others the chance to live.
Quibbling over the plan or the term by which it is
called is completely irrelevant. If she believes this
is not so, then the obvious course is to make con-
structive criticism herself and devise a better plan,
It must be deeply disappointing and aggravat-
ing to the teachers in this college to find so much
education in one of their students completely
wasted. It is to be hoped that not many more stu-
dents feel the same way as the author of that let-
ter: of four weeks ago Else what is the point of
•
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See "Free
Organizations for Veterans
Analyzed by Sue Hannoch
by Susan Hannoeh
'odien First, Veteran Second"
GI Joe, if such an abstraction
does exist, has become a citizen, a
'citizen first, veteran second." He
has learned a great deal-many
things he wishes to forget, and he
IS anxious to become just a nor-
mal productive individual. He is
not looking for special privileges;
he doesn't want to be treated as a
problem child. But as the slogan
01 the American Veterans com-
mittee states, he wants peace,
jobs, and freedom. These are the
things he fought for and many of
his comrades died for, and to
these he has established his right.
The veterans are 12 million
strong. Within their ranks they
hold great power, power which
could be wielded for evil or for
good. This power will be utilized
through some type of veterans'
organization. Servicemen and
women must investigate these
groups and attempt to evaluate
them, separate the phoney or
crooked, or reactionary from the
honest, progressive, democratic
ones.
The following are the most im-
portant and influential groups
. which are recruiting members
fast and furiously.
The American Legion is the
biggest, richest and strongest of
the veterans' organizations. The
idea of the Legion was hatched in
Paris, in 1919, as an attempt to
purge America of the "I.W.W.
and Bolshevik breed" and it has
been witch-hunting ever since,
The red·bogey and an attack on
?What doYOU
Think •aliens or native-born individuals
suspected of not being 100%
American have 'been the keynote
to their actions. They have
backed. the Dies committee, all
isolation legislation, acted as
strike-breakers, and have been
generally reactionary, all this by
wrapping themselves in the flag
and loudly claiming they spoke
for the common man. The Legion
was the power behind the Veter-
an's administration until Brad-
ley's recent ascendancy, and since
then has come to open grips with
him during his campaign to make
the VA efficient and above power
politics.
by Janet McDonongh
and Betty Rellfel
How would you resolve the
"soup" controversy?
Jean Hurlbut '49: We cou)tI or-
ganize some drive parallel to
the saving of war stamps, sell
something relating to college
that everyone would want.
Joan Jessen '49: Having an open
house worked. beautifully in
prep school when raising mon-
ey was the prime objective.
Running it on the basis of a
benefit, we might sell cokes,
hot dogs, and home-made sand-
wiches and candy at double
profit and charge for bridge
games would be a popular af-
fair, arouse spirit, and get a
very lucrative return, A facul-
ty-student benefit basketball
game is another alternative to
the solution of the problem.
Barbara Norton '49: I think that
giving the money outright isn't
so bad compared to fighting
over soup.
Calendar
ThUrsday, February 28
Sophomore Class Meeting.
Junior Class Meeting .....__.....__.....
Ornithology Club Meeting.
Friday, March 1
Student Government Elections ...8;00-6:00, Faculty Men's Lounge
Freshman and Senior Competitive Plays 8 ;00, Auditorium
Saturday, March 2
Moving Pictures, Fighting Lady.
Sunday, March 3
Vespers, Father Damasus Winzen, St. Paul's Priory, New Jer-
Mas~~r Fi"~~·t··B~g~~···:··-·····~--···---···········-········.'.--.-.'-.-.-----.- 7:00, Ive~:~~
....................._ ... 9 :25, Sophomore
MondaYJ :March 4
Poetry Readings .............................:8 :15, Auditorium 202
Tuesday, March 5
~~mllmerhwoRrk Round Table _ :.. 4:20, Fanning 30g
1
osop y eading Group .... 7 :00, Commuters' Room, FannIn
Wednesday, March 6
Concert, Don Cossack Chorus .
II
...........5 :15, Bill 1
0
°66
6:45 Bill 1
-7~30;N~~ Lo~don 113
Counecticut College
Radio Programs
WNLC 1490 kc
Wednesday, Feb. 27, 7:30 p.m.
Dept. of Music: The Palestrina
Society of Connecticut college
will presen t The Kyrie and The
Gloria from Palestrina's Missa
Ascendo Ad Patrem, a five part
work, under the direction of Paul
Laubenstein.
Thursday, Feb. 28, 3:45 p.m,
YOUR SCHOOLS PRESENT:
William Forsyth will play. the fcl-
lowing exerpts from Chopin's
works: Prelude Opus No. 20, Noc-
turn, Valse in C sharp minor, Pol-
onaIse Opus No. 53, and Rach-
7:30, Auditorium
Jane Smith '49: That open house
idea is a marvelous one, We
should clarify the situation Im-
mediately and start doing our
part.
Louise Brown '49: The soup idea
is a good one and if it works
down _at Emily Abbey every
Saturday noon, why shouldn't
it work in the other houses? 8:30, Aud,tortum
\
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post War Conn., From Poor Old Seniors To
The Stay At Home Knowltonites,' Hail '46
Mid Winter Weekend As Hilarious Success
bYBarbara Giraud
The much dreamed of Mid-win.
ter formal became a reality last
saturday night when Kncwlton
salon took on the festive atr- 01 a
mardi gras - leotards being in
hiding for the occasion. Cooper-
ating with this transformation
movement, girls of traditional
blue jean glory, became satin and
lace femme fatales for one night.
With these spectaCUlar changes
college life took on a new appear-
ance, the damp weather being the
only reminder of week-day nor-
mality. "
Copying the gay air of a mardi
gras, Knowlton. h~d its fac~
lifted. Indirect IIghtmg, confetti.
balloons, 'and masked hostesses
all combined to produce a scene
far removed from Knowlton a: la
weekdays, when gym classes hold
forth. From all reports everyone
wanted to thank the decorations
committee for a job well. done.
Music Good
With Bob Halpern officiating at
the band stand, the music was
equally successful, proved by the
multitude of people who searched
for a few inches on the dance
floor.
To highlight the evening a
memorable event. in the annals of
the college took place-a king
was crowned! With proper cere-
mony and dignity, a poem honor-
ing the rex was read. Then,
through the multitude, the float
carrying Mr. Holland was
brought before the assemblage
for official coronation. "Long live
the King-but he'll never live this
down!"
Thus, despite dampness and
melting snow, the evening was a
complete success, and the general
remark going around is "Why
don't we do this more often?",
by Janrt McDonough
. Well children, if you'd really
hke to hear about the great mid.
winter weekend of 1946, gather
round and I'll tell you. It was a
long time ago, '46 was, back in
the days When you're old granny
was' a spry young gal and could
take things like that dance week.
end. It all began round about
eight o'clock on Thursday night,
yes, Thursday night, weekends
were longer back in those days,
when the first dates began to ar-
rive. It was theh that the girls
began laying aside their books
and looking to the finer things of
life, like new hair styles, and the
latest shade of .nail polish.
By Friday the old campus
looked like a combination of HoI.
Iywood boulevard and the great
white way, there were so many
glamour girls and their shining
lights wandering around. For the
first time we began to realize that
the war, that was World War II,
was over· because there were so
many cars on the campus. You
young ones with your jet pro-
peled convertibles won't appreci-
ate that, I'm afraid, but we were
happy with a slow sixty miles an
hour. Classes went on as usual,
and yet, not quite as usual; they
had kind of a coed flavor to them
that added spice' to the study of
the Mexican plateau and the la-
bor situation.
Snow Fights
Saturday dawned dear and
warm, too warm lor those who
didn't like snowball flghts be-
cause by ten o'clock the snow was
just right for such battles. The
campus took on the look of a big
league training camp for erst-
while pitchers, and many a wen
planned coiffure came in some-
what the worse for a snow sham-
poo. Lunch varied anywhere from
the formal type in a New London
restaurant to the informal group
who brought guinea grinders and
milk back on campus and camped
out in a-game room for a short
snack. Some of the hardier souls
even braved the faculty hangout
and dined at the snack bar amid
deans and doctors.
Ground Broken for
New House in Face
Of Wintery Winds
by Betty Reiffel
The February gales offered Hay Ride
stiff .compettt.ion to the circle of About the middle of the after-
students and faculty, gathered noon, the hardier of the groups
around Miss Blunt and the started off on a good old-rash-
ground-breakers, trying to keep ioned hay ride. It ~as a little cold
their balance on the footholds for a long ride in an open truck,
they had gained in the ·crunchy but the riders were piled six and
drifts north of East house. .. Eiight deep, and somehow they
As the minute hand approached managed to keep warm. I'll never
12 :45, Miss Blunt was very anx- forget, if I live to be a hundred
ious to start· the ceremony of I and twenty, how one of the~gir1s
breaking the ground for the new, came back to say that she didn't
dorm of CC's dreams, right on enjoy the ride becau~e there was
scheduled time, but little groups one elbow in the mIddle of the
were still fighting their slippery pile t9-at didn't seem to belong to
way to the spot cleared away anybody, so she spent the r~st of
near the workmen's shack. ' the ride waiting to see who It got
. . . up ~d walked away with.
President Digs FIrSt Clod That night practically the whole
While waiting for everyone to see 'IWeekend"-Page 6
get a grandstand view of the his-
toric ceremony, the photogra- \ R '
pher, his hands red and stiff "look· Parts of Emory eves
lng from exposure, said, "Miss W"ll
Blunt, will y:ou piease put one Anatomy of Peace 1
foot on the shovel as though you Be Discussed by Group
were about to dig." Whereon, the
president cooperatively poised· A chapter from The Anatomy
one overshoed foot on said shovel of Peace by Emory Reves will
and smiled affably and proul::Uyat serve as the basis for a discu~sion
the birdie. ;' " by the" CC Philosophy ReadIng
Then, in a clear, loud voice, group at its next meetIng on
Mi~s Blunt pronounced the dedi- March 5 at 7:30 in the Commut-
C~tion. The beautiful, bright, ers' room in Fanning. This organ·
WI!1dyday seemed a very appro- ization, which is at least twenty
prlate setting for the event. After years old, meets for ~e purpose
the dedication, the president dug of discussing chapters from books
out the first clod. Then, in qUick and articles and attempts to pro-
sUCcession, the shovel was handed mote a wider interest in philoso-
to Mr. Christopher Avery, repre- phy.
senting the trustees, Dr:._Frank All philosophY majors ~nd stu-
MOrris lor the faculty, Miss Ger- dents in advanced philosophy
trUde Noyes for the alumnae, courses belong to the group,
Marg W h headed by Jane Seaver .'46,.whiche atson, representing t e
stUdents, and Mr. Allen Lambdin has no. formal orgam~atl?n or
0!l behalf of ¥iss Elizabeth Har~ membership. A general .mvitation
fiS and himself who have done a 1s extended to anyone ~nte:ested
great deal of work on the build- in listening to or particlpatmg in
lng plans. the discussion. -
Critics Commend and Condemn
First In Compet Play Series
by Dr. Malcolm B. Jones by Sally Gold Suggested Swimming Pool
Recalling last year's freshman A d f iti d i Perhaps the most exciting ete-rama 0 unrm Igate g oom ment of the suggestions is a
play, which was characterized is at best difficult to perform, but swimming pool which would be
first by an unwise choice and sec- when the audience for whom it is for the use 01 both students and
and, doubtless because 01 this, by intended is in a hilarious state of their guests and 'would have such
an inadequacy of acting and in- mind, the task of the actresses as- added facilities as locker and
terpretation, one is the more sumes Herculean p r op o r t l on s~ . dressing rooms for both men and
grateful for the opportunity to Toni Singer, director of the soph- women, shower rooms and hair
give well-deserved praise to the omore presentation, "Riders to drying rooms.
sophomores for their perform- the Sea," was undoubtedly well It is hoped, too, that two gym
ance of Riders to the Sea.. their aware of this difficulty and re - floors would be constructed, the
play for this year. The fact that sor-ted to eerie music as a means larger one being for such sports
a play ts '!n one act by no means of sobering th h lid li dI e a ay-en vene as badminton, basketball, and vol-
guarantees that it is easy to pro- assemblage. The ~USIC, :unlortun- ley ball .. In addition, this larger
duce well. In a setting limited in ately, was more ma.udlble than gym floor would be suitable for
time and space the author must eerie, ~nd coupled ~Ith. the s~d- large all-college dances, thus fill.
tell his story, create the neces- den failure of th~ lIghtmg whIle ing a very great need. In the
sary atmosphere and make his the cast was beIng announced, Ismaller gym such games as
characters real and credible. He h~d the effect o! a1:1gmenting the squash and hand ball would be
must concentrate his art and aIr of general hIlarIty. played, and various other small
carefully control and restrain his Pat Sloan Excellent classes would be conducted. Ideal-creative impulse, and that Synge
has .done these things well is Perhaps, then, we can blame ly, dance classes woud not lall in-
what has made ·it possible for a the failure of the audience to un- to the latter category but would
critic to call the play "the great- derstand the action of the drama be conducted in a separate dance
est modern tragedy in the Eng- until nearly half of it was over on studio, which ,:",ould doubtle.ss in·
lish tongue." its own unreceptive attitude. Or, elude th~ all-Important mIrrors
Now, however well a dramatist it can be argued, that it took and .practICe bars.
may accomplish his task, it re- some time to accustom the ear to Miscellaneous recreation faciH·
quires the interpretation of the the Irish inflection used. by the ties for students and their guests
actor to complete it. If the actors characters. Whichever may be woul~ not be neglected either, for
are not in tune with the author the case the fact remains that bowling alleys and golf, archery,
the resultant discord can mar his the play 'did not pick up in spirit and rifle ~~ges would all be part
work beyond repair. Qr in jnterest until Pat Sloan of the bU1~ding, as wou~d lounges,
But there was no discord per- made her entrance. Playing an tor receptions and partIes. In the
ceptible on Friday evening. The elderly woman who has lost her b.uilding would also.be ~ocated va-
careful restraint shown by Synge six sons to the sea, she was able nous student orgamzation rooms,
in the writing of his play and up- to inject into the role sincerity, and perhaps even the post office
on which depends inevitably the credibility, and wannth. One may and bookshop.
sustaining of the emotional tone go so far as to say that hers was Thus such a recreation building
of the piece was matched by an one of the finest acting jobs ever would be the center of all college
equal restraint in the acting. The seen here. activity which isn't academic or
feeling of release which always Janet Scott and Peggy Reyn- religious, and all elemen~ of the
accompanies contact with high olds did not sufficiently individu- third aspect of college life-the
tragedy was admirably conveyed. ate the characters they portrayed, recreational-would be adequate-
Special commendation must go so that now, in retrosp·ect, one Iy taken care of.
to Patricia Sloan for her interpre- personality blurs into the other. ---------
tation of the role of Maurya. It Polly Amrein, playing Barclay,
showed an admirable understand- the son, was able to obtain a voice
ing, and sympathy with the hero- level adequately suggestive of her
ic figure of the mother who has masculine role. She did not work
lost six sons to the sea and whose sufficiently bn her body move-
tast words are, "No man at all ments and gestures, however.
can be living for ever and we On the wh9le, the lighting was
must be satisfied." good. The ray of light flashed 01)
Excellent also were Janet Scott the mother's face as she was
and Peggy Reynolds as the praying over her so:p's body came
daughters 01 the family and Polly a bit suddenly, however, and was
See "Jones"-Page.5 See uGold"-Page 4
by Rhoda Meltzer
Upstairs from all the music and
gaiety of every formal are the
Knowlton girls who do not attend
the dance. Just one flight above
the glamour and excitement are
those weeping wallflowers, lach-
rymose lenders, and snivelling
stair-sitters-the Knowlton fresh-
men who could not scrape togeth-
er a date, a room, or three dollars
and sixty cents.
The situation is something like
this: About a halfhour before the
dance, this select group dons
their traditional blue jeans, wash
off their make-up, and make gen.
eral preparations for escaping
from the dorm incognito. By
eight o'clock however, a few eag-
er couples have already invaded
Knowlton, and our little group
decides' that perhaps going to the
library won't be such a good idea
after all.
Wallflowers Congregate
At this point, the group scat-
ters-four or flve take their posi-
tions on either side of the stairs,
several return to their rooms
with the earnest intention of
studying, while the remainder
congregate in one of the gir1's
rooms to tear apart 'the date of
the girl in the red dress. Within
the next half-hour, the lilting
strains of the orchestra begin to
drift into the various corners of
Knowlton, and the well-meaning
students find themselves reading,
"Napoleon was exiled to Elba," to
See "Knowlton"-Page 4
Of Cabbages and Things
by Be«8ey MeRe,. '47
the discharge buttons, who a
short while ago were brass and
iooking at things slightly d!fler·
ent from books? Or Is it because
the books etc. have been tossed
comfortably at you, while the
sports jackets (the color and pat-
tern of many of them were not
tweed until rather a short time
ago) have had to go a long way
to get them? The answer is
yours. But whatever the answer,
the fact remains that friend Kelly
didn't have to take his glass eye
out after the dance: you don't
have to take out your glowing
one.
"After the danee was over, Kel-
ly took out his glass eye .. ." You
know what I mean-poor old Kel·
ly, taking a quick tailspin back to
his normal state in much the
same way that you shed sequins
for blue jeans and the glowing
eye which is quick to glint at
tuxes and toasts for the glazed
apethetic orb which is equally
quick to dull at the sight of type-
writers and textbooks.
This change is nothing unusu-
al; you're simply settling back to
the normal rut, or, who wants to
be an eager beaver anyhow, with
the first robin practically around
the corner and so many sports
jackets and discharge buttons
hoving into view. The change is
not unusual-and it is not com-
mendable either. For the sports
jackets and the discharge buttons
with the "Boclas" and the "Tiger"
and the "Crimson" ringing on the
breeze, leave the dance too, like
Kelly, and like you.
But the ensuing change is dif-
ferent: the sports jackets are
doffed for the sttll-a-bit-tight suit
of the eager beaver and the dis-
charge buttons beam as the beav-
ers start gnawing at the new
typewriters and the new text-
books. It is at this time that you
are perfecting the aforemen-
tioned glazed glance at your type-
writer and your books-and, in
all probability, there is not much
gnawing going on.
Why? Is it because it's all an
oid story to you and a new one to
Street Of Dreams
Revealed In Gym
Recommendations•
by S&lly Badovsky
One of the. biggest topics of
conversation at Connecticut these
days seems to be the erection of
new campus structures. The new
dormitory which was officially be-
gun a few days ago, and the in-
firmary which will be co n-
structed, it is hoped, sometime
soon figure most prominently in
such conversations. One hears,
too, a great deal of talk about the
recreation building that will some
day be an important feature of
the Connecticut college campus.
This building, which, as the
name suggests, will be much
more than just a gym, is still
very much of a dream to most of
us, but the gym department has
done a good bit of work on crys-
talizing these dreams into tenta-
tive suggestions for the long-de-
sired ·structure.
Margaret Healy To Read
At Third Poetry Period
The third in the new series of
poetry reading periods, which
will include the Cavalier and Pur·
itan years, will be presented on
Monday evening, March 4, at 8 :15
in room 202, Palmer auditorium.
Margaret Healy '46 will read at
that time selections from John
Donne and Andrew Marvell.
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have begun 10 disperse, the music Aircraft Company
has slopped, and the general at-
mosphere has begun to quiet p .
down. At twelve o'clock, however, Seeks rospectlVe
the Knowlton glrls who did at- •
tend the dance, return and talk in E· . Aid I
over-enthusfastic voices for the ngmeenng es
next three or lour hours. About ,
three o'clock, the dorm becomes On March 13, Mr. John G. Lee,
really quiet. and the girls who did the assistant director of research
not go to the formal drift off into t United Aircraft c6rporatlon in
sleep consoled by the thought ~st Hartford, will again visit the
that they'll be so much ~er cam us for the purpose of Inter-
rested tomorrow than th se girls . Pi . for the coveted
h danced all evenl view ng seniorsw 0 evenmg. .' aide positions Heengmeenng .
will be accompanied bY. two Con-
necticut college alumnae now on
his staff.
The United Aircraft wind tun-
nel laboratory is the most versa-
tile in existence, capable of test-
ing full scale plant installations
at air speeds of 200 mlles per
hour, as well as reduced scale
models of aircraft and propellers
at air speeds of 600 miles per
hour. '
Course In Hartford
For the past three years, a six
weeks summer course under the
able leadership of Dr. Julia Bow-
er has been held here on campus
as a very vital part of the CC reg-
ular summer session. This year
Dr, Bower will give the course in
the Research department build-
ings in Hartford, in order to take
care of a number of girls em-
ployed since the end of the war
who have not had any specialized
training. .
While girls wi th a scien tific or
engineering degree will advance
more rapidly, experience has
shown that there are many posi-
tions which can be handled by
girls having relatively little speci-
fie training. Starting salary
amounts t6 $166.25 per month for
a 45-hour week. The Research de-
partment does' not work Satur-
days. There is no distinction
made -oetween girls and men in
regard to salary or opportunity.
The following is an excerpt
from a recent letter to Miss Ram-
say from Mr. Leee
Department Romances
"Of the 19 girls now in' the de-
partment, eight, or 42%, .have
been with us for two years. This
in view of the changing condi-
tions of war, seems a mighty
good record. We have lost some,
of course. Those who left stayed
with us some 14 man ths on the
average. The principal reason for
leaving was to get married, or be-
cause of the end of the war. A
surprising number married' engt-
neers within the department; we
have had five such intra-mural
couples."
Interested seniors should talk
with either Miss Bower Of' Miss
Ramsay and arrange for an inter-
view on March 13 with Mr. Lee.
The Personnel bureau will issue
invitations to a group meeting
and tea to follow the afternoon
interviews, to all Seniors who
have had a year of college math
or physics.
(Continued from Pat;e Three)
GYMANGL~S
by Nency Bledes '47
Problem Mishandled
It is uhfortunate that Pat did
not carry out the play in the same
key of light-hearted banter that
characterized its first few min-
utes. Instead she chose to handle
an issue of great social signlfl-
cance in -the short space of halt
an hour. Every stereotyped situ-
ation was dragged out of the the-
atrical mothballs and decorated
with dialogue reminiscent of the
era of melodrama.
Sue Studner's interpretation of
her ;:ole lackoo spirit and vitality.
AItliough at first she depleted a
mousy, brow·beaten indiVidUal,
she missed her opportunity in the
s~lf,assertion scene to Inject the
deplh and sincerity which she has
displayed in other roles on cam·
pus.
Dodle Lane was gond within
the limits of ille script. She
played for and got all of her
laughs and, in general, livened up
the pace of the play. •
Corinne Manning gave a good
take-ofl' of an aspiring singer but
fell as the play fell. It is regret.
able that she was not given more
of an opportunity to display her
talent for comedy. Pat Hendricks
gave an unenthusiastic interpre-
tation to her role as cousin of the
prodigal.
Pat McNutt has shown in the
earty portion of the play that she
has a talent for writing entertain.
ing, 'sure-flre dialogue. But when
she chooses to dive off the deep
end of social issues, it is impor·
tant that she thoroughly under·
stand the problem about whlch
she is writing and use great care
in pulling her points across. ,
eeoc BreaktIl8t
Our thanks go to eeoc for the
wonderful breakfast they pre-
pared for the fortunate few in
Buck lodge on Sunday last. The
girls had to work hard in order
to accommodate all the couples,
and they did a grand job. From
all accounts the fond was deli-
clous,
I regret to announce that this
will be my last article for Gym-
angles. My successor will be re-
vealed next week. Best of luck to
her.
Now that the big weekend is
over. we can all settle down and
relax. That is a mild understate-
ment as the schedule is so full of
events and tests that one does not
have a real opportunity to relax.
One of the events which has
sulI'ered from the foil curriculum
Is the basketbal schedule. Due to
the competitive plays and various
other factors the games will not
start until the eighth of March.
On that night the juniors will tus-
sle with the sophomores and the
seniors with the freshmen. Games --------..,.------- \
will also be played the following
two Wednesday nights. All the
class teams have been practicing
for the past two weeks, but the
games could not be scheduled.
Dance ExhIbition
On March 25 the modern 'dance
classes and the country dance
class will give an exhibition in
Knowlton salon at 4 :30. During
this time the girls will demon-
strate techniques of dancing and
do interpretations. J Everyone is
cordially invited to witness the
event.
Gold
responsible for temporarily
breaking the mood of the drarnat-
ic scene. The costume and scen-
ery committees deserve special
mention for the excellent job
they did.
Difficult Undertaking
But in noting the deficiencies of
the presentation it is important
, not to lose sight of the fact that
the tune of "It's Been a Long, the sophomores courageously un-
Long TIme:' dertook a very difficult and
Becoming aware of the futilf'ty worthwhile project. Though they
of the situation, the students join did not achieve perfection they
the stair-sitters, and are soon ac- aimed high and succeeded in car-
companied by the group of critics rying out a good part of their
who are out to seek new material. aim.A morality play by Pat McNutt
It isn't long before friends start was the co-feature on Friday eve-
tripping up the stairs, glancing niVg's program. "The Chosen
benevolently in the direction of Few" dealt verbosely and ineffec-
the stair-sitters, and shrieking to tually with the subject of drink
-------------- them, "Why I'd never have recog- and emerged more as a rallying
nized you! How come you're not cry for Alcoholics Anonymous
at the dance? May I borrow your than an entertainment item.
needle and thread?". All in one The curtain opened on a color-
breath. The awed victim on the ful and artistic set. After Dodie
steps mumbles some trite com- Lane had flippantly tossed off sev-
ment, but hastily returns to her eral witty remarks, we settled
-=============::; usual charming sell by offering back comfortably in pleasant ex-
r to supply the required needle and pectation of an enjoyable half
thread. hour.
Our comfortable complacency
Stairway Superintendents as well as our credulity was firm-
Meanwhile, the girls on the Iy shaken when Sue Studner
stairs begin to find their evening made her first foray to the cab-
fairly enjoyable. They have a inet housing the -wicked sherry.
first-hand view of all the girls and She. executed her task with the
their dates, and eventually be- maturity and inner tension of a
come as critical as a New York mischievous young boy raiding
Times reviewer at the opening of the cookie jar.
a poor musical comedy. Between From this episode on; the play's
ten and eleven, the girls begin to course went rapidly down-hill,
vanish from the stairway, be- and the play ended on a very
moaning stiff necks and strained righteous note. Sue misses her
eyes. train and her lover because she
These girls, with all hopes of 'has passed out from too much
sleeping, enter their rooms only sherry, and on this highly moral
to discover the pitiable condition theme of just retribution the cur-
described above. The more Ingen- tain closes.
ious girls dump the rniscellane-
ous items outside their doors, and
attempt to go to sleep, while the
others. in desperation, return to
the stairway. Once in bed, our
Knowltonite convinces herself
that staying in the dorm wasn't
too bad. and that tomorrow all
will be over. The next thing she
knows is that the light is on, and
three fairy goddesses are lifting
her mattress. "But I left it 'in
here, I know I did. It was such a
pretty one, I'd hate to lose it."
No Rest
Our sleeper awakens, and sar·
donically asks of the girls who
pulled the pillow out from under
her head, "Are you looking for
something?" Upon discovering
thM a pure gold bobby·pin has
been lost, she hops out of bed and
joins. the quest untU the loser
realizes that it was under her
page-boy all the time.
It is five minutes to twelve
now, and the stair·sitters have fin-
ally returned to their respective
rooms. The crowds downstairs
Knowlton
lContinued from Pal(e Three)
Olympia Tea Room
Victoria Shoppe
TIu. Modern Coroe'ry
24S Stale Street
New London, Conn.
Vassarette' Girdles - Formflt
Flexees - Holywond Bras -
Vantty Fair Ungerle - Seam-
prufe Slips - Kaymore Robes
TommJes' Pajamas - Joan
Kenley Blouses - Suits -I
Skirts - Sweaters
Varsity
Flowers
from
Fisher's
Prompt Delivery
IMS __
Phones 5800 and 5960
Otto Aimetd
lAIIUeo' arul e..tJ.men'.
Tallor
SpecIa1l%lng !Jl 'La_ Tallor·rnacle DrelIIH!ll
Coats and SuitIl
Made to Order
PlD' Bea..,.wtnc • 811 ' ...
Over ltrsp. :me store._-n-._
National Bank of Commerce
~bu.hed 1852
New London, Conneetieut
Ask for
Special Check Book for College Students
M-..ber P"ul'fll De"...., , ..... .......,.,Corp,
Fighting Lady Will Be
Presented Sat" Mar. 2
It- moving picture, The
Fighting Lady, an authorita.
tive story of life on an air.
craft, carrier, will be Pre-
sented in Palmer aUditoriurn
on Saturday, March 2 at 7 :30.
Admission is fj:ee.
The Style Shop
128 State Street
Featuring .• '.
Campus Casuals
in our sportswear dept.
EXCLUSIVE WITH US
SHAGGY
SHETLAND SWEATERS
. '
....... H "" 8 "" " ..! TmphO;:-~·;ose I
Restaurant
James Wong. Mgr.
Chinese and American
Cooking
The EatlnA' P~e of
Pleasant Memory
14 Main St., New London
;:;, .. ''' ..... III'' ..... '''tI ........''..'''' ....IO.. ''''" ... '' .... ''~
For Drug Store Needs~
Elizabeth Arden
Lentheric - Yardley's
Dorothy Grey - Max Factor
Cosmetics
The
Nichols & Harris Co.
119 State St.
Phone 3857
Make
.Kaplan Luggage Shop
Your ,
Gift Headquarters
Agent6 for Mark Cron
• Gloves
• Handbags
• Small Leather Goode
See our variety of laundr7
..... for malllnl:
Recent Connecticut College Graduates
Train for a career in aptitude with the
JOHNSON O'CONNOR RESEARCH
. I FOUNDATION
HE. 62nd Street, New York 21, N. Y.
FELLOWSHIP IIAlIIS. ...... A l\IO\'ITH
•
China
Lamps
Glass / Silver
Unusual Gifts
L LEWIS & COMPANY
State and Gften Streeta
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Summer Work Experiences in
Recreation Field Discussed
~he Veterans of Foreign Wars,
beside the old and inherently re-
stricted Disabled American vet-
erans, is the Legion's biggest rl-
val. They have a membership of
about a million and a quarter but
are limited, as they only accept
veterans with foreign service and
take no women. Generally, they
have been middle-of-the-road
lacking some of the Legion's re-
actionary policies. Their most reo
cent work has consisted of an
active campaign egainst. native-
born Japanese i,n California!
Their biggest attraction is the ex-
travagant'bonus plan they are at-
tempting to push.
Amvets
Amvets (American Veterans of
World War II) is a reasonably
small and inexperienced organiz-
ation with few veteran-services to
offer. It seems ambitious and
eager, but its policy has remained
somewhat veiled,
The A.V.C. (American Veter-
ans Committee) is a democratic
organization led by the compe-
tent founder-chairman, Charles
Bolte, who was recently men-
tioned by the Senate as a possible
delegate for the UNO. (The A. V.
C, was the only new veteran or-
ganization represented at San
Franclsco.) It has an articula te
one-world coloring and recognizes
the responsibility for winning the
peace-taking action toward that
end. Its slogan is "peace, jobs and
freedom" and its fight for a world
of political and economic security
is drawing members at a 5OO·a·
week clip. The statement of in-
tentions says that, "We are asso-
ciating ourselves with men and
women regardles of race, creed
or color." The aims include na-
tional and international security,
freedom of speech, worship, as-
sembly, and ballot, and the active
participation of the United States
in the United Nations Organiza-
tion to stop any threat of aggres-
sion, and to promote social and
economic measures which will re-
move the causes of war." And
what's more, the A.V.C. has sup-
plemented their ideals with ac-
tion.-------------Ia~n~t
Perry'& Stone· Remember, Mr. Veteran, your
Jewelers Since 1865 organized public opinion can be a
STATIONERY _ LEATHER GOOD! deciding factor in the future pol-
NOVELTms icy of the United States. Use that
Watch and Jewelry Repair power, but use it with caution
State Street and a social interest, for your
well-being ia, directly dependent
I
on the well-being of the whole of
society. The new world has
dawned and you can make it your
world, a just and secure world
with abundance for all.
And remember, Mr. Veteran,
you're a citizen first.
Last Tuesday at 4 :20 an inter-
sted group gathered in Fanning
~1 to engage in discussion of
summer work experiences in the
recreational field: camp counsel-
ing, life guarding, playground suo
pervising, and summer nursery
school teaching. ,
This was the first in the series
of three roundtable conferences.
The two succeeding conferences
will be held on March 5, special-
Ized opportunities, and March 19,
more general opportunities. The
aim is to reach conclusions per-
tinent to choosing a worthwhile
summer project, and making it a
success. Those who have had ac-
tual experience in the areas cov-
ered offer an outline of their jobs
describing content, advantages
and pitfalls.
Camp Counseling
011' the camp counseling panel
were Jean Mount '46 and Joanne
Ferry '46, who had been at Iron
Rail on Boston's north shore; Vir-
ginia Pearson '46, head counselor
at Wanus camps in Maine; and
Jane Lyman '46, an assistant unit
leader with the New York scouts.
These represented three quite dif-
ferent camping situations.
General conclusions reached by
the camping panel included these:
it is wise to contemplate esum.
mer at camp not entirely as a
pleasant vacation, but as a c-e-
sponsible job with added compen-
sations. Remember that your
camper's spirit is most often a re-
flection of your own. Enthusiasm
is an essential-c-It is contagious.
Playground Supervising Panel
Marion Conners '46 described
her position as activities director
on one of Maine's city play-
grounds. Her duties consisted of
preparing a daily activities pro-
gram which would be flexible
enough to adapt to a group of
forty or two hundred and forty.
Mary Eleanor J'renning '47 was
also a playground director
through a settlement house affili-
ation in Boston. Her observations
paralleled Marion's with few de-
viation~. ,He:: group represented
less privileged children who had
to be taught good sportsmanship
from beginniI!g' to end. Both
speakers emphasized the tremen-
do,us area for accomplishment
this ~ummer project offers a per-
son Interested in social work.
Life Guarding Panel
The life guarding people Mary
Jane Coons '48, who was 'at the
University club in Schenectady
and ~ois Clark '48, at a Privat~
pool ,m Hamden, Conn. They em-
phaSIzed as essential for such a
job the following: a real enjoy-
~ent of water activity; the abil-
tty to assume authority and act
calmly and instantly when neces-
sary; the realization that as a life
guard your function is to keep
Your eyes fixed on those in the
Savard Bros.
SPAULDING LOAFERS
and
BBOWN·wmTE SADDLES
r;
Meet at
I
I
I
Dante's
For Real Italian Spaghetti
and Ravioli
BIRTHDAY CAKES
ON REQUEST I
'_ 52 Truman Street Ii
.. _ Phone 5805--~- -'I
pool at all times without excep-
non: and most important, an un-
~erstan~ng the responsibility the
Job carr-ies.
Summer Nursery School
P?lly Amrein '48 contributed
~ lTIt~resting description of her
Job WIth one of the New York
Settlement houses in their nurs-
ery school. The age group ranged
between three and five and repre-
sented the less fortunate children
of New York city. Sleep, good
food and supervised play hours
were the stressed features. Al-
though the youngness of the
group aff0,rded little opportunity
for ,organIzed activities, it was
possible to impart to them the
manner and technique of Iiving
and playing together.
Hannock
(Continued from Page Two)
Mallove's
Record Deparlmenl
74 STATE STREET
We carry the very latest classical
and popular Victor, ColumbIa,
. Decca, Capitol, Sonora and
Okeh records
Jones
Wontlnued from Page ThrHlo)
Pattern of Change
In U.S. Discussed
By A. Schlesinger
The democracies of Roosevelt
and Jackson were both the result
of periods of acute class tension
in American history, according to
Arthur M. Schlesinger, author of
The Age of Jackson, who deliv-
ered the Lawrence Memorial lee-
ture last night. Mr. Schlesinger
emphasized in his speech the re-
sistance to change inherent in the
conservative ruling class of the
country and pointed out the es·
sential likeness of the two "radi-
cal" presidents.
The li1e and death problem of
any society, Mr. Schlesinger said,
is change, the endless series of
adjustments necessary for sur-
vival. The ruling class in the
United States is the business com-
munity, which is politically fee-
ble, and popular dissatisfaction
with its incompetence occasional-
ly becomes irresistible. The rul-
ing class cannot change to meet
the situation, and at this stage,
according to the historian, Jack-
son and Roosevelt emerged.
The many likenesses between
the two leaders were pointed out
by Mr. Schlesinger. Both were
members of the class they at-
tacked. Both found that solutions
of the problems confronting them
required exercise of the executive
power, and both found it neces-
sary to resort to means outside
constitutional provisions. The op-
position of a conservative con-
gress and supreme court was
strong against each man's reo
form program. These facts are
true although the content of the
two programs varied greatly.
Mr. Schlesinger traced the pat-
tern of democratic change as it
occurs in the United States. Dis-
satisfaction with the ruling class
is voiced first by the intellectuals
of the nation and then becomes
more widespread. The party in
po.wer-the business community
-IS unable to resist the move-
ment, and when the change is
made, conservatives cannot ac-
cept the new program. They des-
cend to a "phycho-neurotic" level
and scream shrilly of the vast
conspiracy against the American
way of life.
Actually the change is never
revolutionary, for it offers no
threat to the constitution or the
liberties it guarantees; more Hke-
Iy the new administration is part
of the process of democratic
change and represents a retnju-
sian of militant democracy. Mr.
Schlesinger says that the prob-
lem will probably be made more
acute in the future by an econom-
ic crisis and may produce another
figure like Jackson or Roosevelt.
Amrein as Bartley, the son whose
determination precipitates the
tragedy 01 the play.
Praise must be given also for
the very fine set which added so
much to the understanding of the
piece. And finally, something
must be said of the more than or-
dinary knowledge of stagecraft
which so successfully grouped
the characters on the stage for
the final curtain. All in all, next
year's junior play is something to
look forward to with pleasure.
The Chosen Few
"I do not say," remarked Dr.
Johnson on one occasion when a
book was submitted to him for
his criticism, "I do not say that it
may not be made a very good
book." These words come rather
forcibly to mind as a result of
seeing the junior play of this
year, The Chosen Few, by Pat
McNutt. It is not that the subject
of the play was at fault. An un-
lovely selfishness is as entitled to
dramatic treatment as any other
failing. Indeed, the one-act play is
well capable of according concen-
trated treatment to depict a viae
of this sort Nor is the aesthetic
"soul" undeserving of being han-
dled in a play. And finally, it is
not that the acting was not com-
petent and adequate. Sue Studner
as Tanya and Gloria Henry, Doris
Lane and Pat Hendrix all did
well. Yet the total effect pro-
duced was one of incompleteness,
of something wanting to make it
a well-rounded whole.
Good at Outset
At the beginning of the play
the impression of hard and very
ugly egoism, not without its com-
ic aspect, was very well conveyed.
It was real and encouraged belief
without difficulty. But as the play
progresed it became increasingly
difficult to accept it.
Is it likely that a person suffer-
ing from such a fundamental de-
fect of character as chronic alco-
holism could so have concealed it
from three other people with
whom she shared an apartment
that its discovery should be such
an overwhelming shock to them?
And what was the motivation for
the final deliberate treachery and
apparent destruction of Tanya's
chance for happiness? Jealousy?
Envy? Spite? All three or none
of them? It is hard to say. Yet
deliberate and willful meanness,
if it is to be credible, must have
some reasonable cause and origin.
One looks in vain for it here, and
the final impression is one of con-
fusion.
The acting has already been
mentioned but a word must be :;;;:::::;;:::::;;:::::;;:::::;;:::::;;:::::;;:::::;;:::::;;:::::;;:::::;;:::::;;:::::;;::;;:d
said of the excellent set which f
provided such a good background
for the characters, whose aesthet-
ic souls interpreted a distaste for
the duties and-responsibilities of
.everyday life as proof positive of
inherent genius.
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Homemaking, Diatetics Clai~
Most Home Economics Majors
Summer Work Roundtable th .American Can
That the major in home eco- e .. company haveTuesday, March. 5 1ft tnomies prepares eventual ':f ~r given oppor ym ies to two gradu_
Fanning 301 at 4 :20 p.m. the profession of homemakmg IS ates In- the lme of food photogra
the knock came, and again it was Specialized Opportunities indicated by the fact that 75 per phy, e~perimental cookery, and
ignored. A third time the sound cent of the students who h~ve journalism.
was heard, and Dr. Cross, rout- Art Work - Library Assist- cs
tering something like, "Never- ant _ Journalism _ Labora- specialized in home econOffil The position of community nu.
more" under his breath opened tory Assistant-Social Work during the last fifteen years are tritionist has appealed to many
the door with a flourish. No one married. Informal letters from graduates. Julie Shea '45 is at th
stood there. A glance up and many of this group show that Hudson guild in New York city~
down the hall showed a great they are using their major n~t she has a twofold job, in the sum:
quantity of nothing. Dr. Cross Mascot Hunt I only in the job of,managmg tpelr mer as dietitian at .the GUild's
looked again, then shaking his own homes but also by partlclP:<J-t- large summer. camp In the coun.
head he returned to the class to (Continued from Pa«6 ODe) ing as volunteers in comrnumty try. and during the winter as nu-
say, "OK, I'm convinced." -------------- nutrition programs and by r'e- tritionist at the GUild, doing nu.
turning to the professional field trition work with mothers and
Tapping the wires of inter- while their husbands are over- their children .. Barbara Barlow
house phones and hiding under seas. '44 is nutrition director, Fairfield
beds are all part of the game, but ,
these are not fool-proof methods. The large majority of home Connecticut chapter of the Amer_
At least one credulous sophomore economics graduates have held or ican Red Cross; Selma Silverman
has run triumphantly back to her are holding interesting positions I '38 is nutrition consultant at the
friends with valuable "news" that in their fields of specialization. Connecticut State Department of
she gained from the conversation Only a few will be mentioned for Health; another alumna is gener.
of two juniors who knew she was each of the professional fields se- al assistant and nutritionist in
under the bed and had a wonder- Iected by Connecticut college the Home Planning department
ful time fabricating a whole set alumnae. of the Henry Street settlement
of plans for the soph to hear. Sev- Hospital Dietetics New York city. '
eral years ago the juniors planted Hospital dietetics heads the list Some in Allied Fields.
a clue under a papier-mache rock, in number of positions. Barbara Some graduates are in allied
the discarded prop from some Newell of the class of '42 is a di- fields. Priscilla Martin Lauben_
play. They placed the stone con- etitian in the Medical department stein '44 is at M.LT. doing gas an.
spicuously on campus and there of the U. S. Army; she is sta- alysis, and Nancy McKewen, who
it stood for months without any- tioned in an army hospital on the- graduated last June, is a research
one's guessing. that it wasn't real west coast and has the rank of technician _in biochemistry at the
or stopping to wonder how it ap- lieutenant. Rita Fitzgerald '45 is College of Physicians and Sur-
peared in that particular spot about to finish her internship at geons in New York city. Others
over night. St. Luke's hospital in New York, are in nursery schools or hold
Tricks of Trade and Anne Woodman who gradu- secretarial positions where their
During last year's mascot hunt ated last June is an apprentice in home economics background is '
the sophomores gleefully crept a hospital in her h,ome town. serving them in good stead.
into a junior house whfle its oc- Tea room and restaurant man- There is every indication that
cupants were at a meeting and agement is the next most popular the great war-time demand for
locked all the doors and rang the field. AS'a preparation for this trained home economists will con-
buzzers, so that each girl ap- line of work several juniors have tinue and that, with the return or
peared to have had a call while spent part of the summer in the the peace, opportunities in the
she was out. Sally Duffield re- restaurants of G. Fox and Com- educational and commercial fields
turned to her room to find-too pany, .Hartford, where, under ex- will increase.
late-that a waste basket had pert supervision, they have had
been hung over her door, and as experience in all phases of a de-
she entered her room Duff was partment store food service. Bar-
smothered by a shower of ashes bara Twomey '41, after several
and papers. The sophs weren't years of institutional administra-
clever enough, though, for they tton experience in various depart-
failed on the very last clue. It ments of the government in
was wrapped in a wad of gum Washington, is at present manag-
and stuck high up in the tree be- er of the Home Owners Loan cor-
hind Jane Addams. The searchers poration cafeteria, Washington,
found the tree and climbed it val. D. C. 8'''''''·''IO ....'' ..'..",,,·,, ..,,''''''''"m'''''''''' ..,,'''L:]
iantly, but evidently they thought Other business fields have at- ~ M' h l' F ~
that some casual soul always dis. tracted graduates. Carolyn Mar- ;. Ie ae s urs;
carded her gum there, for they tin '45 is conducting food con-
knocked it down without a second sumption research in the Bureau
thought. There was still hope, for of Home Economics USDA,
it landed on the shoulder of an- Washington. Jean Kohlberger '43
other girl, but she knocked it off. is nutritionist and supervisor in
and it was forgotten in the fruit-. the Strained Foods department of
less search. . the Beechnut company; there she
conducts an educational program
for mothers. Barbara Dillon of
the same class is on the food staff ~ 86 STATE STREET
of the Woman's Day magazine. ~_One Flight Up Phone 2.4907 ~.
'48 The Herald Tribune institute and
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Caught Campus
•
on
Weekend
(Continued from Page Two)
It was eleven o'clock in the
morning, and Dr. Cross was off
on a new crusade. This time it
was against the superstitious be-
lief In the supernatural. 1t could
not be true. there was no founda-
tion for it, science could prove
that It was just hokum, and so
forth. In the middle of the lec-
ture there came a rapping, gently
tapping at the chamber door. Dr.
Cross. unperturbed, continued
with his train of thought. Again • • •
Mid-winter weekend left - the
faculty with somewhat of the
feeling that they had been
through the Normandy invasion.
Campus. dorms and classrooms
were suddenly invaded by a week-
end army of pre-war proportions.
The fact was particularly brought
home to the chemistry depart-
ment when one of the dates on a
tour of the campus stopped off to
explain to Dr. Kelly the intrica-
cies of some of the new penicillin
formulae. A beachhead estab-
lished, the boy, a chem major
from another school, proceeded
to an involved discussion of the
cost of platinum crucibles. At
least it was a broadening week-
end for his date.
ICoatlDued from Pare T'hJ'ee)
college dined ou t. There was a
picnic at Buck lodge, dinner at
Lighthouse Inn, Danny Doyle's,
and all the other places in New
London, Bohemian and otherwise.
And then, of course children,
there was the dance, but you've
heard about how superlative that
was before, so I won't tell you
again tonight. I won't tell you
either about all the people who
were having. such a good time
that they got in late that night.
Those are the things that you
kind of forget about in after
years.
Sunday, there was breakfast at
Buck lodge and that coffee sure
smelled good in the open air.
Seems like I can almost smell it
now. There was a legend, too,
that went around afterwards that
down at the College Diner the
New York Times turned into a
banana tree with the help of a lit-
tle strong coffee and a piece of
bacon.
The living rooms blossomed
out with people reading the fun-
ny papers, the weekend's educa-
tional work, and after that, there
was tea dancing and dinner until
it was time to make the farewells
and the afternoon trains.
That's the story, children. It
was a good weekend, one of the
best ever. Your old granny feels
almost young again just telling
you about it. I hope someday you
can have one just like it to tell
your grandchildren about.
• • •
Starr Brothers drug store, as we
all know is a CC girl's best friend,
and the Starr Brothers truck has
often been a friend to girls wait-
ing for buses in the cold. Last
saturday a couple of icy angels
labored under the delusion that
they were going to be given a
ride by the friendly Starr driver.
When the truck stopped however,
it turned out to be the Fisher flor-
ist truck with two high school
boys driving. Ever grateful for
shelter and a ride, the girls were
just settling down in the back
when they heard one of the boys
say to the other, sottc voce,
"Watch yer grammer there, we've
got ladies of culture in the back!"
Free Speech
Dear Editor:
This is in answer to the letter
which objected to the plan that
we have a bowl of soup once a
week and use the proceeds to help
starving Europeans. The plan
was condemned because it wasn't
constructive. Could this person
suggest a more constructive
plan? The idea behind the pro-
posal was also objected to. I think
that the "idea" that once a week
we go without a little, fo'od so .that
others might LIVE is one of the
most important parts of the plan.
The "idea" that perhaps we might
get an inkling of what is going
on in Europe is invaluable to
world peace.
But if it is impossible for some-
one to understand the importance
of,the "idea," it is incomprehensi-
ble that anyone should object to
such a plan that would perhaps
help a little to alleviate the suf-
Wednesday. Thursday
Rangers of Fortune
Fred MacMurray
Mr. Bng Goes to Town
Friday. MornUly ,
Easy Livillj(
Jean Arthur; Ray "'Mllland
The Texan
Randolph Scott; Joan Bennett
WAllNER
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. Starting Wednesday
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Gregory Peck
ingrid Bergman
Turner's Flower Shop
Incorporated I
27 Main St., New London
Specialize in
Corsages - Fall Decorations
ARRANGE YOUR PARTIES
at the
LIGHTHOUSE INN
Private dining room for banquets and parties
with the best food in the nicest atmosphere
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Discussion 0/ Summer
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Florists
,,168 State St., New London
Superb Fur "Fashions
Always in Stock ,
CERTIFIED
COLD STORAGE
• Skillful Repairing
• Expert Remodeling
fering in the world-without of-
fering any alterpative.
Dear Editor:
To the writer of the letter
printed in Free Speech on .Ianu-
ary 23 wherein the author derided
the suggested "sacrifice" I should
like to pose the question: "Why
NOT term it a sacrifice to give up
one of three meals for soup?" If
the author had taken the trouble
to consult Webster she might
have found the following defini-
tion of the word, "sacrifice": "sur-
render of some desirable thing in
J;>ehalfof a higher o6ject, or devo-
tion of it to a claim deemed more
pressing."
Why shouldn't the proposed
plan be a sacrifice? In giving up
one meal out of twenty-one a
week for the benefit of those
many unfortunate Europeans we
indeed recognize the more press·
ing need of those under-nourished
millions. In denying ourselves
this very small comfort we are
demonstrating our devotion to an
ideal, an American ideal of ren-
dering aid and succor to the
needy, the oppressed, and the
helpless. It is our privilege that
we may practice this ideal. r It is
also our sacrifice; our overt sur-
render of some desirable thing by
which we can demonstrate our
devotion to the higher object of
alleviating the distress of starv-
ing people. To call such an idea
"disgusting" is, in my opinion,
un-American, unjust and wrong.
Iletty Morse '47
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